Fratelli Boffi collections for the luxurious Black Pearl Resort in Crete, Greece
Thanks to its great ability to work with wood and the experience accrued in its collections developed over the
years, Fratelli Boffi has long been committed to the creation of major
projects in the world of collective spaces and contract supplies.
The unusual forms of the company’s furniture are attentively studied:
every curve, every upholstered item and every decorative element is in a
balance that brings each individual item alive, both in a collection and as
an individual piece.
A significant example of this synthesis achieved is the creation of
furnishings for the exclusive Black Pearl Residence, the latest and the
most luxurious residence of the Capsis Hotel on Crete, in Greece, which
came about to satisfy even the most demanding guests.
The Black Pearl, located at the extremity of the private peninsula of the
Capsis Hotel complex, is a magnificent villa of 510 square metres
completely immersed in green and surrounded by a small lake with a
unique view over the Aegean Sea.
The project was completed in 2007 and handled by the
Capsis Internal Studio, who furnished the interior of this
luxurious residence, succeeding in elegantly blending
together various pieces chosen from different Fratelli
Boffi collections: pieces from the classic collections
covered in new materials combined with furnishing
accessories inspired by the Oriental world.
The bedrooms are dressed in the Hanoi
collection inspired by Vietnamese boxes, in
the tones of gold or white: the Haipong bed,
the Condao bedside tables, the Kalam drawer
units and Mandapa mirrors, each in their own
individual way, furnish soberly and elegantly so
as to give ample visual space to nature
bursting in through the large glass walls;

In the spacious living zone, however, where two private swimming pools
(outdoor and indoor) dominate, are some pieces from the Chic & Ironique
collection, a “precious” collection that skilfully uses high quality materials: thus
the Aramis cocktail table with carved legs, surrounded by the Fantaisie sofa
and armchairs covered in soft brown velvet with “lion’s paw” feet with carob
finish and the De Sade chaise longue, also in the tones of brown with leather
covering printed with Baroque design and pure gold finish, as well as giving a
feeling of warmth to this environment in which marble and water triumph,
making it inviting and elegant.
For the dining room, the Toutnuit drawer unit has been chosen,
where the mirror acts as covering for the rectangular structure inspired
by forms from bygone times, and also, to give even more depth to the
room, the Lumière mirror, both from the Nero Corallo Specchio
collection.
In the fascinating setting of Greece and the Mediterranean, the
personal style of Fratelli Boffi has never let slip its high standards over
time of quality, is the thread running through the various spaces of this
exclusive villa where comfort and elegance predominate.

